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Abstract—LASSO MPC is a popular method for solving
optimal control problem in receding horizon. It is challenge to
deploy LASSO MPC on resource constrained system, such as
embedded platform, due to the intensive memory and compu-
tation cost along the growing horizon length. By exploiting the
reduced precision approximation technique on a Lean Proximal
Gradient Descent (LPGD), we demonstrate the approximate
implementation of the LPGD on reconfigurable device, such as
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). An approximate core
synthesis infrastructure is developed to simulate and generate
LPGD for LASSO MPC. The outcomes shows comparable control
consequence with significant improvements on both logic and
memory cost reduction as well as the power consumption saving,
enabling promising solution for implementing LASSO MPC on
resources constrained system.

Index Terms—Model Predictive Control, LASSO, Proximal
Gradient Descent, Approximate Computing, Field Programmable
Gate Array

I. INTRODUCTION

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a popular technique to
solve optimal control problems in discrete time. Its robust-
ness, stability, and theoretical guarantees have made it widely
adopted by industry [1]. Given a dynamical model of a system
and an estimate of its current state, MPC computes the next
states and inputs by minimizing a cost function that balances
between achieving a desired state in a predefined time-horizon
and the energy to do so. As energy is often expressed as
a quadratic form, MPC typically entails the application of
(nonzero) input signals to the system at all time steps.

To reduce the number of times that inputs are applied, the
work in [2] proposed Lasso MPC which, inspired by results
on sparse regularization, regularizes the energy term with an
`1-norm penalty. This leads to temporally sparse input signals.

Despite having many desirable features, (Lasso) MPC re-
quires an iterative procedure to solve an optimization problem
at each time step. This not only makes its execution in real-
time challenging (as the number of required iterations is
unknown a priori), but also demands significant memory and
computation, which can be limiting on resource-constrained
systems, such as embedded hardware.

In such systems, one often has to trade-off accuracy for
power savings by using approximate computing (AC) tech-
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niques [3]. One example is reduced precision (RP), in which
data is represented with fewer bits than desired throughout
the entire computational stack [4]. As arbitrary precision
arithmetic is not supported in many modern processors, a
flexible hardware architecture enabling RP is demanding, such
as reconfigurable platform using Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA).

Our goal. We aim to implement an efficient solution to
Lasso MPC and deploy it on a Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA), with the goal of achieving real-time performance [5].
Our optimization algorithm of choice is the proximal gradient
descent (PGD) [6], which is simple enough to analyze the ef-
fects of different RP strategies on accuracy, logic and memory
resources, and power consumption.

Contributions. We summarize our contributions as follows:

• We apply PGD to Lasso MPC which, to the best of our
knowledge, has never been done before, and analyze its
performance. The application of accelerated versions of
PGD [6] should be immediate.

• We introduce an approximate core synthesis infrastruc-
ture.

• Using our infrastructure, we then conduct a detailed study
of the effects of AC on our algorithm.

II. BACKGROUND

We briefly explain MPC, Lasso MPC, and then review
different number representations and their use in RP.

State-space models. We consider state-space representa-
tions of linear time-invariant (LTI) discrete systems. That is,
at each time t, such systems are completely described by a
state vector x[t] ∈ Rn, which is known to evolve as

x[t+ 1] = Ax[t] +Bu[t] , t = 0, 1, . . . , (1)

where A ∈ Rn×n and B ∈ Rn×m are given matrices (assumed
known), and u[t] ∈ Rm is the set of inputs at time t.

Model predictive control (MPC). Given a finite time-
horizon T ∈ N, a desired final state xf ∈ Rn, and an estimate
of the current state x0 ∈ Rn, MPC attempts to compute a
minimal energy state-trajectory such that the final state x[T ]



is as close as possible to the desired one, xf . This can be
formulated as an optimization problem:

min
x,u

F (x[T ]) +
∑T−1
t=0 `(x[t], u[t])

s.t. x[t+ 1] = Ax[t] +Bu[t] , t = 0, . . . , T − 1
x[0] = x0 ,

(2)

where (x, u) := ({x[t]}Tt=0, {u[t]}T−1t=0 ) ∈ Rn(T+1) × RmT
is the optimization variable, F : Rn → R a function that
penalizes deviations of the final state x[T ] from the desired
one, and ` : Rn×Rm → R a function that measures “energy”
at each time instant. Notice that the first set of constraints is
exactly (1), and the second set reflects the current state.

The functions F and ` are often quadratic forms. An
example assuming xf = 0 would be

F (x) = x>Px (3a)

`(x, u) = x>Qx+ u>Ru , (3b)

where P,R � 0 are positive definite matrices and Q � 0 is
positive semidefinite. With this choice, the variable x in (2)
can be eliminated. To see why, first write (1) as [7, Ch. 8]

x[0]
x[1]

...
x[T ]


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:x

=


In
A
...
AT


︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:A

x0 +


0 · · · 0
B · · · 0

AB
. . . 0

AT−1B · · · B


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:B


u[0]
u[1]

...
u[T − 1]


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:u

,

(4)

where In is the identity matrix in Rn. Replacing the resulting
equation into the cost of (2) and manipulating, we obtain

minimize
u

1

2
u>
(
B
>
QB +R

)
u+ (B

>
QAx0)

>u , (5)

where R := IT ⊗ R, and Q is the diagonal concatenation of
IT⊗Q and P (⊗ denotes the Kronecker product). Problem (5)
is unconstrained quadratic, and thus has a closed-form solu-
tion. In MPC [7], whenever (5) is solved, only the first input
u[0] is applied to the system, the resulting state is measured,
and (5) is solved again using x0 as the current state.

Lasso MPC. Although (5) has a closed-form solution, it
typically yields dense (i.e., non-sparse) inputs, which can
lead to over-actuated systems. To encourage sparse inputs, [2]
proposed Lasso MPC, which adds an `1-norm penalty λ‖u‖1,
with λ > 0, to (5) [or, equivalently, λ‖u‖1 to (3b)]. Noticing
that the objective of (5) can be written as 1

2‖Hu−y‖
2
2− 1

2‖y‖
2
2,

with H := (B
>
QB + R)1/2 and y := −H−1B>QAx0, the

resulting problem is

minimize
u

1

2
‖Hu− y‖22 + λ‖u‖1 , (6)

which has format of Lasso [8]. Notice, however, that the matrix
H in (6) is square. So, instead of regularizing the problem as
in classical Lasso, the `1-norm term enforces sparse inputs at
the cost of possibly not reaching (or delaying it) the desired
state. Notice also that because we eliminated the state variable

x from (2) to (5), the system dynamics are always (implicitly)
satisfied.

Reduced precision (RP). Some platforms require repre-
senting arithmetic numbers with short binary codes, thereby
reducing their accuracy. There are three main categories of
number representations: floating point [9], [10], Q fixed point
format [11], and universal numbers (Unum) [12].

The IEEE 754 floating point arithmetic standard [9] rep-
resents a number by using three elements: a sign (1 bit), an
exponent (n bits), and a mantissa (m bits). That is,

sign×mantissa× 2exponent . (7)

The Q fixed point format uses instead a fixed number of bits
to represent the integer and the fractional parts of a number.
Specifically, a number is represented by its sign (1 bit), its
integer part (t bits), and its fractional part (k bits):

sign× (2integer + 2−fraction) . (8)

Unum arose as an alternative to IEEE 754, and there
are several versions. For example, Type III Unum, Posit,
represents numbers via their sign (1 bits), regime (g bits),
exponent (p bits), and fractional part (c bits):

sign× (22
p

)regime × 2exponent ×
(
1 +

fraction
2c

)
. (9)

Each of these representations has a different dynamic range.
And different dynamic ranges affect not only the performance
of the algorithm by limiting the type of operations that can be
performed, but also their embedded implementation.

III. ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION

We now explain the algorithm we use to solve Lasso MPC
and its implementation on resource-constrained systems.

A. Proximal Gradient Descent

We consider the Lasso problem in (6) and apply the proxi-
mal gradient descent (PGD) algorithm with fixed stepsize [13].
PGD solves problems of the form

minimize
u

f(u) := g(u) + h(u) , (10)

where g : Rq → R is convex, differentiable, and its gradient
is Lipschitz-continuous, i.e., there exists L > 0 such that
‖∇g(u) − ∇g(v)‖2 ≤ L‖u − v‖2, for all u, v. The function
h : Rq → R ∪ {+∞} is assumed convex and closed. Given a
stepsize α ≤ 1/L and an initial point u0, PGD solves (10) by
iterating (on k)

uk+1 = proxαh
(
uk − α∇g(uk)

)
, (11)

where the proximal operator of a convex, closed function φ at
a point u is defined as

proxφ(u) := argmin
v

φ(v) +
1

2
‖v − u‖22 . (12)

It is well known that the iterates produced by PGD satisfy [13]

f(uk)− f(u?) ≤ αL‖u0 − u?‖22
2k

, (13)



where u? is a solution of (10), i.e., PGD converges sublinearly.
Application to Lasso MPC. As problem (6) has the format

of (10) with1 g(u) = (1/2)‖Hu − y‖22 and h(u) = λ‖u‖1,
the application of PGD is immediate and yields the soft-
thresholding algorithm. Specifically, (11) becomes

uk+1 = Sλ
(
uk − αH>(Huk − y)

)
= Sλ

((
Iq − αH>H

)
uk +H>y)

)
, (14)

where the soft-thresholding operator Sλ(u) applies to compo-
nent i, for i = 1, . . . , q, the following nonlinearity:[

Sλ(u)
]
i
=

 ui − λ , ui > λ
0 , −λ ≤ ui ≤ λ
ui + λ , ui < −λ .

(15)

Parameters and precomputations. PGD (11) and the asso-
ciated convergence result in (13) apply whenever the stepsize
α satisfies α ≤ 1/L, where L is a Lipschitz constant of ∇g.
To compute it, we can estimate the maximum eigenvalue of
H>H , λmax(H

>H), via, e.g., Lanczos’s method, or use the
structure of H and the matrices that define it:

Lemma 1. Let H = (B
>
QB + R)1/2, where B, Q, R

are defined in (4)-(5). Also, partition B vertically into B1 ∈
RnT×mT , which contains the first nT rows of B, and into
B2 ∈ Rn×mT , which contains the last n rows of B. Then,

λmax(H
>H) ≤ λmax(Q)λmax

(
B1B

>
1

)
+ λmax(P )λmax

(
B2B

>
2

)
+ λmax(R) . (16)

The proof uses the subadditivity of λmax(·), and the prop-
erties of the Kronecker product; it is omitted for brevity. The
matrices P , Q, and R encode the objective of MPC [cf. (3)],
and the matrices B1 and B2 encode the system dynamics
through their dependency on A and B [cf. (1)]. Although
the matrices B1 and B2 have a lot of structure, namely B1

is block Toeplitz and B2 is the controlability matrix with
permuted columns, it is not immediate to obtain a bound on
λmax

(
B1B

>
1

)
and λmax

(
B2B

>
2

)
as a function of A and B.

These quantities can be accurately estimated via Lanczos’s
method.

Once α is set as the right-hand side of (16), the matrix
Iq−αH>H and the vector H>y = B

>
QAx0 in (14) can be

precomputed before the iterations of the algorithm. We stop
the algorithm whenever a maximum number of iterations kmax

is reached or when |f(uk+1)− f(uk)| < ε.

B. Approximate Optimizer Generator

We now describe a proof-of-concept infrastructure that
generates an approximate optimizer for (5) on a reconfigurable
device. Fig. 1 shows the workflow of the proposed infrastruc-
ture. The optimizer kernel is a user-defined C++ function based
on an approximate linear algebra library, which defines basic
algebra operations, such as addition, multiplication, inversion,
and decomposition, for matrices and vectors. We developed an

1In this section, we omit the overline notation for simplicity.

Simulation
Kernel (.cpp)

Approximate 
Linear 

Algebra 
Library

Mex 
Compilation

Approximation 
Evaluation

Synthesis

High-Level 
Synthesis

VHDL Core 
Generation

Kernel (.hdl)

Kernel (.hdl)

Kernel (.hdl)

Kernel (.hdl)

Kernel (.hdl)

Kernel (.hdl)

Fig. 1: Infrastructure of the approximate optimizer generator.

#include “approxlib.hpp”
… ...
Template<class T, int D1>
void kernel(T input1[D1][D1], T input2[D1], 

      T output[D1]){
… ...
mat_vec_mul<T,D1>(… ...);
vec_sub<T,D1>(… …);
… ...
}

Fig. 2: Example of a user-defined kernel.

algebra library for arbitrary precision representations. Fig. 2
shows an example of the kernel using the library with meta-
data types in C++ template.

We solved Lasso MPC under different precisions via an inte-
grated environment with the Matlab MEX API. By compiling
the MEX files with the proposed kernel, we can evaluate the
functionality and algorithmic performance of the algorithm.
After checking the correctness of the kernel via functionality
simulation, the kernel is synthesized using high-level synthesis
tools, and the approximate core is generated in VHDL.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We now describe experiments using Lasso MPC to control
the attitude of a spacecraft [14] by ACADO [15]. The dynamic
matrices A and B in (1) and the cost matrices P , Q, and
R in (3) were set exactly as in [14]. There are four inputs,
τ1, τ2, τ3, and τ4, which correspond to servo controllers, and
seven state variables: roll, pitch, yaw, ωω , ω1, ω2, and ω3,
corresponding to orientation, rotation, and their speed.

Experimental setup. We considered three different time
horizons T : 1, 5, and 10. To assess our implementation of
PGD, we compared its solution with the one returned by
CVX [16], and used the mean squared error (MSE) as the
performance metric.

A. RP Approximation Performance

We implemented the framework described in section III-B
under different number representations, each with its own pre-
cision. Fig. 3 shows the baseline online simulation using CVX
as the Lasso MPC solver while different precision evaluation
are performed in (a),(b),(c).The single precision floating point
is considered as the baseline for all the comparisons. Notice
that only the horizon length 10 is shown in this section due to



limited space, however there are similar process for horizon
length with 1 and 5.

(a) Floating Point (FP): In Figure 3 the RP floating point
is presented for lean PGD from 6-bit up to 16 bits. As
shown, lean PGD with 8 to 10 bits floating point are
not comparable to single precision float due to the large
MSE while from 12 bits RP floating point similar MSE
happens compared to single precision float. Hence, 12
bits floating point is considered as the candidate for RP
approximate lean PGD.

2 4 6 8 10

Iteration

0.5

1

1.5

2
Float-8

Float-10

Float-12

Float-14

Float-16

Float-32

7 8 9 10

0.32

0.34

Fig. 3: Floating Point Approximation

(b) Fixed Point (FXP): In Figure 4, the RP fixed point
is presented for lean PGD from 20-bit up to 32 bits.
As shown, lean PGD with 20 to 24 bits fixed point
cannot converge while similar MSE performance happens
from 32 bits fixed point. Hence, 32 bits fixed point is
considered as the candidate for RP approximate lean PGD
in this case.

2 4 6 8 10

Iteration

0.5

1

1.5

2

FixedPoint-20

FixedPoint-24

FixedPoint-28

FixedPoint-32

Float-32

7 8 9 10

0.32

0.34

Fig. 4: Fixed Point Approximation

(c) Unum Posit (UP): In Figure 5, the RP unum posit is
presneted for lean PGD from 8 to 16 bits. Compared
to the single precision float, similar performance come

up from 14 bits which makes it the candidate of RP
approximate lean PGD as well.

2 4 6 8 10

Iteration

0.5

1

1.5

2
SPX-8

SPX-10

SPX-12

SPX-14

SPX-16

Float-32

7 8 9 10

0.32

0.34

0.36

0.38

0.4

Fig. 5: Unum Posit Approximation

The LASSO MPC simulation is performed using the se-
lected approximate solver to minimize the cost function.
Figure 6 shows the comparison of the input and output states
of control process in an open-loop simulation for 2s with 0.1s
step interval.

As shown in Fig. 6b-6d, compared with spacecraft attitude
control with CVX solver of single precision i Fig. 6a, the
approximate solver shows the similar performance across time.
However, the approximation with over-reduced precision will
cause unstable control outcome as shown in Fig. 6e.

B. Cost Evaluation

By choosing the closest MPC performance of each RP
approximation across different precisions as shown in last
section, the corresponding costs are evaluated by implementing
the lean PGD kernel on Xilinx Ultrascale+ ZCU106 device
as shown in Table I. The single precision implemetation are
considered as the baseline while the others are compared to
it correspondingly. All cost are estimated from high level
synthesis using Xilinx Vivado design tool 2019.2 while

Across different horizon length, the approximate fixed point
implementation consumes the least logic area, which is about
30% of baseline implementation with single precision floating
point. Accordingly, the power consumption is reduced up to
25% when horizon length is 1 while less than half of power is
reduced when horizon length is 5 or 10. As the problem size
increases from horizon length 1 to 10, the number of bits for
fixed point arithmetic is growing from 24 to 32 to maintain the
similar performance to single precision implementation. This
is due to the fact that dynamical numerical range of linear
algebra computations is larger as the size increases.

The approximate floating point implementation does not
save as much logic area as fixed point, while as the horizon
length increases up to 40% reduction is achieved. Accordingly,
up to 20% power reduction is introduced. However, the least
number of bits are adopted compared to fixed point im-
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Fig. 6: LASSO MPC Simulation

TABLE I: Cost Comparison

T=1 T=5 T=10

Precision FP-32 FP-12 FXP-24 UP12 FP-32 FP-16 FXP-28 UP14 FP-32 FP-14 FXP-32 UP14

LUT (×103) 3.31 2.99 1.21 19.4 3.17 2.16 1.24 10.9 4.01 2.42 1.46 10.6

DSP48E1 30 0 11 12 20 6 10 4 20 6 16 4

BRAM 0 0 0 0 2 2 4 0 5 5 5 8

Clock (MHz) 482 465 443 393 434 401 403 382 370 384 379 382

T (M Inst/sec) 0.42 0.48 0.46 0.41 0.45 0.41 0.42 0.39 0.38 0.39 0.39 0.39

Power (mW) 273 199 68 248 219 220 110 152 250 254 113 148

Bandwidth 100% 14.06% 56.25% 14.06% 100% 25% 76.56% 19.14% 100% 19.14% 100% 19.14%

plementations enabling significant saving on communication
bandwidth, up to 14.06%.

The approximate unum posit is based on the high level
synthesis of SoftPosit [?]. The significant larger logic area
is consumed compared to floating point and fixed point
implementation, although similar saving on communication
bandwidth due to the low number of bits representation.

Hence, if power and area are the most concern on a
resource constrained system, the fixed point lean PGD does
provide significant reduction compared to single precision.
However, if the communication is the most concern on a
resource constrained system, such as a mesh network with
edge devices, the RP floating point does show the advantage
on the bandwidth savings.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, a Lean Proximal Gradient Descent algorithm
is proposed with simplified procedure of descending step
for solving LASSO MPC control problem. The evidence
shows a similar performance to the original standard Proximal

Gradient Descent approach. By adopting the reduced precision
technique, a approximate core generator is developed to fast
prototyping the proximal kernel on reconfigurable device,
FPGA. The results show up to 60% logic cost reduction, 80%
memory bandwidth saving, and 70% power reduction, which
is very promising for deploying LASSO MPC on resource
constrained system. The future works include further exploring
the approximation effects against online MPC applications as
well as different optimization solvers.
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